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With the dSPACE on-target prototyping solution, new functions can be
integrated directly into existing electronic control unit (ECU) code and 
tried without having to perform complex software integration. This 
prototyping solution is extremely effi cient regarding the resources of the 
control unit and allows a seamless transition to series production by using
the production code generator dSPACE TargetLink. 

W
be extended, function development 
can be done directly on the ECU. If 
enough resources are still available 

hen only the functiona-
lity of an existing pro-
duction ECU needs to 

On-target prototyping merges 
function and production
development 

On-target prototyping merges 
function and production
development Right on

  Target

and the existing I/O is suffi cient, this 
can save the costs and effort for in-
tegrating and using additional pro-
totyping hardware. Moreover, using 
the production code generator that 
is also used for the fi nal ECU makes 

the code more effi cient in terms of 
memory and execution time. On-
target prototyping therefore auto-
matically ensures that the resource 
limits of the ECU are observed. This 
reduces the project risk. Furthermore, 
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using the production code generator 
results in a seamless transition to the 
actual production development, 
including the convenience and quick 
iteration that is expected of proto-
typing. The dSPACE on-target proto-
typing solution with the production 
code generator TargetLink® can be 
used not only for developing new 
functions on the basis of Simulink®/
TargetLink models. With minimal 
effort, these new functions can also 
be integrated as optimized code into 
existing ECU code for prototyping. 

The dSPACE On-Target Prototyp-
ing Tool Chain
The core of the dSPACE on-target 
prototyping solution consists of the 
ECU Interface Manager, the dSPACE 
Internal Bypassing Service, the RTI 
Bypass Blockset and TargetLink (fi g-
ure 1). The developers use the ECU 
Interface Manager to confi gure the 
bypass interfaces, which are required 
to integrate the new functions into 
the ECU code. Simulink/TargetLink 
are used to model the new func-
tions. Afterwards, the new functions 
are connected to the existing ECU 
software with the RTI Bypass Block-
set. This blockset connects the in-
ports and outports of the function 
models with the interfaces that were 

Figure 1: In combination with the RTI Bypass Blockset, TargetLink implements new ECU functions in the ECU code, which was prepared
with the ECU Interface Manager. 
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Figure 3: TargetLink and RTI Bypass Blockset for developing new functions.

Figure 2: To prepare the ECU code, the ECU Interface Manager analyzes the binary ECU software and displays it in a structured form, including 
the function names. Based on this, the bypassing service and the service calls are integrated into the new functions. 

previously prepared in the existing 
binary code. Subsequently, the de-
velopers generate the production 
code with TargetLink and create the 
binary code for the ECU. The result 

Integrating Bypassing Services 
Quickly and Easily 
The ECU Interface Manager is an 
integral part of the on-target proto-
typing tool chain. The tool quickly 

only some configuration informa-
tion, e.g., free memory areas. No 
further iterations with the supplier 
are necessary, which saves project 
costs and time. The ECU Interface 

Developing new functions on the ECU fast 
and with optimized resource consumption 

is a revision of the 
ECU, which con-
tains the newly de-
veloped functions. 
This revision is then 
transferred to the fl ash memory of 
the ECU. The developers can com-
plete all these steps independently 
because no access to either the 
source code of the ECU software 
or a stand-alone build environment 
is required.  

integrates the bypassing services and 
the interfaces for the new functions 
into the ECU code, which is available 
as a binary file. No access to either 
the source code or the build envi-
ronment of the ECU is required.
The ECU supplier has to provide

Manager, by con-
trast, uses a bi-
nary image of the 
ECU software to di-
rectly integrate the 

dSPACE Internal Bypassing Service 
into the ECU and to instrument the 
existing software in such a way that 
the new TargetLink functions can 
be integrated in all the required 
places. The ECU Interface Manager 
analyzes the program flow of the 
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Benefi ts and Future 
Innovation   

The combination of the ECU

Interface Manager, RTI Bypass 

Blockset and TargetLink recon-

ciles the fast iterations of rapid 

control prototyping with the 

high demands for effi ciency and 

confi gurable production code. 

The existing production ECU can 

be conveniently used as proto-

typing hardware. As a result, 

resource consumption is kept 

under control, and due to the 

continued use of the function 

models with TargetLink, a seam-

less transition to production

development is possible.

The binary-code-based integra-

tion of service calls for bypass-

ing with the ECU Interface Man-

ager saves tedious integration 

loops that involve the ECU sup-

plier. Thus, prototyping can start 

immediately. For future dSPACE 

Releases, the new feature for 

virtual bypassing with TargetLink 

and dSPACE VEOS® on a host 

PC will increase productivity 

even further. 

existing code for the supported 
processor families Infineon Tri-
Core™, Renesas V850™ and NXP 
MPC 5xxx and provides the devel-
opers with the software structure 
and the relevant function names in 
a clear user interface for configu-
ration (figure 2). In this user inter-
face, the developers can specify, 
directly in the binary image, which 
interfaces are available during on-
target prototyping. If functions are 
to be completely replaced, the de-
velopers can also specify to fully 
delete them from the ECU code and 
reuse the memory. In the end, the 
ECU Interface Manager generates 
a new ECU image that contains the 
bypassing service and the required 
service calls for the integration of 
the function that is to be developed. 

Efficiently Using the ECU
Resources
After the new ECU image has been 
prepared in the ECU Interface Man-
ager, the new functions are devel-
oped with Simulink/TargetLink and 
the RTI Bypass Blockset. As a pro-
duction code generator, TargetLink 
generates optimized ECU code and 
thus supports the optimal use of the 
limited resources. In addition, using 
TargetLink enables a seamless tran-
sition to production. The tool chain 
supports two different scenarios for 
modeling new functions: 

1.  Developing Based on a TargetLink 
Model: In this case, all TargetLink 
functions are directly available for 
the developers, who can make 
all the specifi cations that are de-
sired for the fi nal ECU code in the 
model as early as the function 
development phase.

2.  Developing Based on a Simulink 
Model: TargetLink generates pro-
duction code from the model and 
combines the code effi ciency of 
TargetLink with reliable informa-
tion about the used resources at 
maximum convenience.

In both cases, the universal RTI Bypass 
Blockset connects the modeled func-
tion and the ECU code (figure 3). 
The blockset offers fl exible options 
for integrating the modeled function 
into the functional fl ow of the exist-
ing software. It provides access to 
variables of the existing software 
and makes it possible to call Simu-
link subsystems synchronously with 
the processing of the original ECU 
application. 
After confi guring the connection to 
the ECU software, the developers 
can start the automatic build pro-
cess for new functions at the click 
of a button. The build process au-
tomatically integrates the function 
into the ECU image. For this, it even 
uses fragmented memory areas to 
optimally use available resources. 

ECU Interface Manager

dSPACE Tool Task

dSPACE Internal
Bypassing Service

TargetLink®

RTI Bypass Blockset

Target-specific compiler
(third-party product:
HighTec compiler)

Intuitive tool for quickly integrating service calls for bypassing directly 
into existing ECU code

ECU service for extending existing ECU code with service calls for 
bypassing

Software system that automatically generates production code (C code)
directly from the graphical MATLAB®/Simulink®/Stateflow® development 
environment

Simulink blockset for easily connecting new functions with existing
ECU code

Transferring C code into object code for the processor families Infineon 
TriCore™, Renesas V850™, and NXP MPC5xxx

The tool chain described is valid as of TargetLink 4.2 (dSPACE Release 2016-B).

Optionally, it starts the fl ash process 
and thus directly transfers the newly 
created ECU image to the ECU 
without the need for manual steps. 
Access to the measurement and 
calibration parameters is provided 
via the existing ECU interfaces, as 
usual.  

Table 1: The tool chain for close-to-production on-target prototyping.
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